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Fundamentals of the Frequency Domain
Unlike image filtering in the spatial domain, image filtering in the frequency domain requires the image being 
studied and the preprocessing steps to be applied to this image to be evaluated in the frequency domain. 

For this, the Fourier transform is used. Since 2-D digital images with a finite number of samples (pixels) are 
studied, 2-D discrete Fourier transform (2-D DFT) is used for analysis in the frequency domain.

For any 𝑓 𝑥, 𝑦 signal, the transformation from the spatial domain to the frequency domain, 𝑓 𝑥, 𝑦
𝐷𝐹𝑇

𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣 , 

and from the frequency domain back to the spatial domain,𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣
𝐼𝐷𝐹𝑇

𝑓 𝑥, 𝑦 , is mathematically accomplished 

by the following (𝑀 × 𝑁)-point 2-D discrete Fourier transform pair equations.

𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣 = 

𝑥=0

𝑀−1



𝑦=0

𝑁−1

𝑓 𝑥, 𝑦 𝑒
−𝑗2𝜋

𝑢𝑥
𝑀
+
𝑣𝑦
𝑁 (10)

𝑓 𝑥, 𝑦 =
1

𝑀𝑁


𝑢=0

𝑀−1



𝑣=0

𝑁−1

𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣 𝑒
𝑗2𝜋

𝑢𝑥
𝑀
+
𝑣𝑦
𝑁 (11)

Where; 𝑢 = 0, 1, 2, … ,𝑀 − 1; 𝑣 = 0, 1, 2, … , 𝑁 − 1; 𝑥 = 0, 1, 2, … ,𝑀 − 1; 𝑦 = 0, 1, 2, … , 𝑁 − 1.

In the 2-D discrete case, we use 𝑥, 𝑦 for spatial variables and 𝑢, 𝑣 for frequency-domain variables, all of 
which are discrete.
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Fundamentals of the Frequency Domain
The Fourier transform expression 𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣 usually contains values consisting of complex numbers.

𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣 can be expressed in cartesian notation using its real and imaginary parts, or in polar notation using its 
amplitude and phase.

𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣 = 𝑅 𝑢, 𝑣 + 𝑗𝐼(𝑢, 𝑣) (12)

𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣 = 𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣 𝑒𝑗𝜙 𝑢,𝑣 (13)

Here; 

𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣 = 𝑅2 𝑢, 𝑣 + 𝐼2 𝑢, 𝑣 (14)

𝜙 𝑢, 𝑣 = arctan
𝐼 𝑢, 𝑣

𝑅 𝑢, 𝑣
(15)

is called the Fourier spectrum (or frequency spectrum or magnitude spectrum or just spectrum) , and

is the phase angle or phase spectrum. The arctan must be computed using a four-quadrant arctangent 
function, such as MATLAB’s atan2(Imag,Real) or angle(F) function.

Finally, the power spectrum is defined as
𝑃 𝑢, 𝑣 = 𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣 2 = 𝑅2 𝑢, 𝑣 + 𝐼2 𝑢, 𝑣 (16)
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Fundamentals of the Frequency Domain
The Fourier transform of a real function is conjugate symmetric, which implies that the magnitude spectrum 
has even symmetry about the origin:

𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣 = 𝐹 −𝑢,−𝑣 (17)

The phase spectrum exhibits odd symmetry about the origin:

𝜙 𝑢, 𝑣 = −𝜙 −𝑢,−𝑣 (18)

It follows from 2-D discrete Fourier transform equation (Eq. 10) that

𝐹(0,0) = 

𝑥=0

𝑀−1



𝑦=0

𝑁−1

𝑓 𝑥, 𝑦 (19)

which indicates that the zero-frequency term of the DFT is proportional to the average of 𝑓 𝑥, 𝑦 . That is,

𝐹 0,0 = 𝑀𝑁
1

𝑀𝑁


𝑥=0

𝑀−1



𝑦=0

𝑁−1

𝑓 𝑥, 𝑦 = 𝑀𝑁𝑓𝑎𝑣𝑟 (20)

where 𝑓𝑎𝑣𝑟 (a scalar) denotes the average value of 𝑓 𝑥, 𝑦 . Then,

𝐹 0,0 = 𝑀𝑁 𝑓𝑎𝑣𝑟 (21)

Because the proportionality constant MN usually is large, 𝐹 0,0 typically is the largest component of the 
spectrum by a factor that can be several orders of magnitude larger than other terms.

Because frequency components 𝑢 and 𝑣 are zero at the origin, 𝐹 0,0 sometimes is called the dc component of 
the transform. 
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Fundamentals of the Frequency Domain
Example 15: Below, Fig. (a) shows an image of a rectangle and Fig. (b) shows its spectrum, whose values were scaled to 
the range [0,255] and displayed in image form. The origins of both the spatial and frequency domains are at the top 
left. Two things are apparent in Fig. (b). As expected, the area around the origin of the transform contains the highest 
values (and thus appears brighter in the image). 

However, note that the four corners of the spectrum contain 
similarly high values. The reason is the periodicity property of 
Fourier transform. 
To center the spectrum, we simply multiply the image in Fig. (a) 
by  −1 𝑥+𝑦 before computing the DFT.
Fig. (c) shows the result, which clearly is much easier to 
visualize (note the symmetry about the center point).
Because the dc term dominates the values of the spectrum, 
the dynamic range of other intensities in the displayed image 
are compressed. 
To bring out those details, we used the log transformation, 
𝐼𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑐 log 1 + 𝐼𝑖𝑛 , with 𝑐 = 1. 
Fig. (d) shows the display of log 1 + 𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣 . The increased 
rendition of detail is evident.
The zero crossings of the spectrum are closer in the vertical 
direction because the rectangle in Fig. (a) is longer in that 
direction. 
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Fundamentals of the Frequency Domain

Example 15 (Cont.): Translation (shifting in spatial 
domain) has no effect on the magnitude (spectrum) 
of 𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣 . However, rotating 𝑓 𝑥, 𝑦 by an angle, 
rotates 𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣 by the same angle. Following figures 
illustrate these properties. 
Translated version of the original image (Fig. (a))
with 50 pixels to the right and 50 pixels to the top 
is showed in Fig. (c).
Original image’s and translated image’s magnitude 
spectrums are showed in Figs. (b) and (d). Log 
transformation and scaling processes are also 
applied for these spectrum images.
As it can be seen from the figures, the magnitude 
spectrum of oiginal image is identical to the 
magnitude spectrum of the translated image. 
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Fundamentals of the Frequency Domain

Example 15 (Cont.): Rotated version of the 
original image (Fig. (a)) with −45° is showed in Fig. 
(c).
Original image’s and rotated image’s magnitude 
spectrums are showed in Figs. (b) and (d). Log 
transformation and scaling processes are also 
applied for these spectrum images.
As it can be seen from the figures, magnitude 
spectrum rotates by the same angle of a rotated 
image.
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Fundamentals of the Frequency Domain
Example 15 (Cont.): Clearly, the original and the translated images are different so, if their Fourier magnitude 
spectrum are the same, then, based on Eq. (13), their phase angles must be different. 
Below figures confirms this. Phase angle arrays (shown as images) of the original, translated and rotated images are 
calculated and plotted. 
Note the lack of similarity between the phase images, in spite of the fact that the only differences between their 
corresponding images is simple translation. 
In general, visual analysis of phase angle images yields little intuitive information.
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Fundamentals of the Frequency Domain
Example 15 (Cont.):

% EE454 2022-2023 Fall Example 15
clc;clear;close all;
f=imread('test_rect.png’);
f=double(f);
F=fft2(f);
F_mag=abs(F);
F_mag_img=func_cont_strch(F_mag,0,255);
[M,N]=size(f);
x=0:M-1;
y=0:N-1; 
[y,x]=meshgrid(y,x);
f_centered=(-1).^(x+y).*f;
F_centered=fft2(f_centered);
F_mag_centered=abs(F_centered);
F_mag_centered_img=func_cont_strch(F_mag_centered,0,255);
F_logged=log10(1+F_mag_centered);
F_logged_img=func_cont_strch(F_logged,0,255);
subplot(221),imshow(f),title('a) Image of a rectangle')
subplot(222),imshow(uint8(F_mag_img)),title('b) its spectrum')
subplot(223),imshow(uint8(F_mag_centered_img)),title('c) its centered spectrum')
subplot(224),imshow(uint8(F_logged_img)),title('d) its logged spectrum')
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Example 15 (Cont.):

% EE454 2022-2023 Fall Example 15 (Cont.)
f1=imtranslate(f,[50, -50]);
F1_mag=abs(fft2((-1).^(x+y).*f1));
F1_logged=log10(1+F1_mag);
F1_logged_img=func_cont_strch(F1_logged,0,255);
figure,subplot(221),imshow(f),title('a) Original image')
subplot(222),imshow(uint8(F_logged_img)),title('b) Original image''s spectrum')
subplot(223),imshow(uint8(f1)),title('c) Translated image')
subplot(224),imshow(uint8(F1_logged_img)),title('d) Translated image''s spectrum')
f2=imrotate(f,-45,'crop');
F2_mag=abs(fft2((-1).^(x+y).*f2));
F2_logged=log10(1+F2_mag);
F2_logged_img=func_cont_strch(F2_logged,0,255);
figure,subplot(221),imshow(f),title('a) Original image')
subplot(222),imshow(uint8(F_logged_img)),title('b) Original image''s spectrum')
subplot(223),imshow(uint8(f2)),title('c) Rotated image')
subplot(224),imshow(uint8(F2_logged_img)),title('d) Rotated image''s spectrum')
F_phase=angle(fft2(f));
F_phase_img=func_cont_strch(F_phase,0,255);
F1_phase=angle(fft2(f1));
F1_phase_img=func_cont_strch(F1_phase,0,255);
F2_phase=angle(fft2(f2));
F2_phase_img=func_cont_strch(F2_phase,0,255);
figure,subplot(131),imshow(uint8(F_phase_img)),title('Original image''s phase')
subplot(132),imshow(uint8(F1_phase_img)),title('Translated image''s phase')
subplot(133),imshow(uint8(F2_phase_img)),title('Rotated image''s phase')
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Fundamentals of the Frequency Domain

• The components of the spectrum of the DFT determine the amplitudes of the sinusoids that combine 
to form an image. 

• At any given frequency in the DFT of an image, a large amplitude implies a greater prominence of a 
sinusoid of that frequency in the image. 

• Conversely, a small amplitude implies that less of that sinusoid is present in the image. 
• Although, Example 15 shows that the contribution of the phase components is less intuitive, it is just as 

important. 
• The phase is a measure of displacement of the various sinusoids with respect to their origin. 
• Thus, while the magnitude of the 2-D DFT is an array whose components determine the intensities in 

the image, the corresponding phase is an array of angles that carry much of the information about 
where discernible objects are located in the image. 

• Following example will illustrate these ideas in more detail. 
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Fundamentals of the Frequency Domain
Example 16: Below, Lenna image and its phase angle array (as image) are showed in Figs. (a) and (b). Although there is 
no detail in this phase array, that would lead us by visual analysis to associate it with the structure of its corresponding 
image, the information in this phase array is crucial in determining shape features of the image. To illustrate this, we 
reconstructed the Lenna’s image using only its phase angle. 

The reconstruction consisted of computing the inverse DFT of 
equation, 𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣 = 𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣 𝑒𝑗𝜙 𝑢,𝑣 , using 𝜙 𝑢, 𝑣 , but setting 
𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣 = 1. 

Fig. (c) shows the result (the original result had much less 
contrast than is shown; to bring out details important in this 
discussion, we scaled the result to [0,255] range, and then 
enhanced it using histogram equalization).
However, even after enhancement, it is evident that much of 
the intensity information has been lost (remember, that the 
intensity information is carried by the magnitude spectrum, 
which we did not use in the reconstruction). 
However, the shape features in Fig. (c) are unmistakably from 
Fig. (a) (i.e., all shape features are there, but the intensity 
information is missing because the spectrum was not used in 
the reconstruction). 
This illustrates vividly the importance of the phase angle in 
determining shape characteristics in an image.
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Fundamentals of the Frequency Domain
Example 16 (Cont.): Figure (d) below was obtained by computing the inverse DFT of equation, 𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣 = 𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣 𝑒𝑗𝜙 𝑢,𝑣 , 
but using only the magnitude spectrum. This means setting the exponential term 𝑒𝑗𝜙 𝑢,𝑣 = 1, which in turn implies 
setting the phase angle to 0. The result is not unexpected. It contains only intensity information, with the dc term 
being the most dominant. There is no shape information in the image because the phase was set to zero.

Finally, Figs. (e) and (f) show yet again the dominance of the 
phase in determining the spatial feature content of an image. 
Figure (e) was obtained by computing the inverse DFT of 
equation, 𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣 = 𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣 𝑒𝑗𝜙 𝑢,𝑣 , using the magnitude 
spectrum of the rectangle image from previous example (which 
is resized to be in same size with Lenna) and the phase angle 
from the Lenna’s image. The Lenna’s features clearly dominate 
this result. 
Conversely, the rectangle image dominates Fig. (f), which was 
computed using the magnitude spectrum of the Lenna’s image 
and the phase angle of the rectangle.
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Example 16 (Cont.):

% EE454 2022-2023 Fall Example 16

clc;clear;close all;
f_lenna=imread('Lenna.png');
f_lenna=double(f_lenna);

F_lenna=fft2(f_lenna);
F_phase_lenna=atan2(imag(F_lenna),real(F_lenna)); % or this line can be used instead: F_phase_lenna=angle(F_lenna);

F_phase_img_lenna=func_cont_strch(F_phase_lenna,0,255);

F_mag_tmp=1; %Set mag. component to 1
f_phase_only_lenna=abs(ifft2(F_mag_tmp*exp(1i*F_phase_lenna)));%Reconstructe image using only its phase angle

f_phase_only_lenna=func_cont_strch(f_phase_only_lenna,0,255);%Scale the result to [0,255]
f_phase_only_lenna=func_hist_eq(uint8(f_phase_only_lenna));%Perform histogram equalization

F_mag_lenna=abs(F_lenna); %Mag. component 
F_phase_tmp=0;%Setting the phase angle to 0
f_mag_only_lenna=abs(ifft2(F_mag_lenna*exp(1i*F_phase_tmp)));%Reconstructe image using only its mag. Spectrum

f_mag_only_lenna=func_cont_strch(f_mag_only_lenna,0,255);%Scale the result to [0,255]
f_mag_only_lenna=func_hist_eq(uint8(f_mag_only_lenna));%Perform histogram equalization
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Example 16 (Cont.):

% EE454 2022-2023 Fall Example 16 (Cont.)

f_rect=imread('test_rect.png');
f_rect = imresize(f_rect,size(f_lenna));%Resize rect. image to be in the same size of Lenna image
f_rect=double(f_rect);
F_rect=fft2(f_rect);
F_mag_rect=abs(F_rect);
F_phase_rect=angle(F_rect);

%Reconstruct image using magnitude of rectangle and phase from Lenna
f_mag_rect_phase_lenna=abs(ifft2(F_mag_rect.*exp(1i*F_phase_lenna)));
f_mag_rect_phase_lenna=func_cont_strch(f_mag_rect_phase_lenna,0,255);%Scale the result to [0,255]
f_mag_rect_phase_lenna=func_hist_eq(uint8(f_mag_rect_phase_lenna));%Perform histogram equalization

%Reconstructe image using magnitude of Lenna and phase from rectangle
f_mag_lenna_phase_rect=abs(ifft2(F_mag_lenna.*exp(1i*F_phase_rect)));
f_mag_lenna_phase_rect=func_cont_strch(f_mag_lenna_phase_rect,0,255);%Scale the result to [0,255]
f_mag_lenna_phase_rect=func_hist_eq(uint8(f_mag_lenna_phase_rect));%Perform histogram equalization

figure,subplot(231),imshow(uint8(f_lenna)),title('a) Lenna')
subplot(232),imshow(uint8(F_phase_img_lenna)),title('b) Phase angle')
subplot(233),imshow(uint8(f_phase_only_lenna)),title({'c) Recons. of Lenna';'using only its phase'})
subplot(234),imshow(uint8(f_mag_only_lenna)),title({'d) Recons. of Lenna';'using only its mag.'})
subplot(235),imshow(uint8(f_mag_rect_phase_lenna)),title({'e) Recons. image';'using rect.''s mag.';'and Lenna''s phase.'})
subplot(236),imshow(uint8(f_mag_lenna_phase_rect)),title({'f) Recons. image';'using Lenna''s mag.';'and rect.''s phase.'})
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Filtering Operations in the Frequency Domain
• Filtering in the frequency domain consists of modifying the Fourier transform of an image, then computing 

the inverse transform to obtain the spatial domain representation of the processed result. 

• Since DFT of discrete-time signals exhibits periodic behavior due to its nature, while performing the
inverse Fourier transform, the closeness of the periods is such that they interfere with each other to 
cause what is commonly referred to as wraparound error. 

• Fortunately, the solution to the wraparound error problem is simple. It can be shown that if we append 
zeros to the input function 𝑓 𝑥, 𝑦 of size 𝑀 ×𝑁 before calculating its Fourier transform, then wraparound 
is avoided.

• Zero padded input function can be obtained by using below equation:

𝑓𝑝 𝑥, 𝑦 = ቊ
𝑓 𝑥, 𝑦 0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑀 − 1 and 0 ≤ 𝑦 ≤ 𝑁 − 1

0 𝑀 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑃 or 𝑁 ≤ 𝑦 ≤ 𝑄

• The resulting padded image is of size 𝑃 × 𝑄. In order to avoid wraparound error, it is required 𝑃 ≥ 2𝑀 − 1
and 𝑄 ≥ 2𝑁 − 1.

• As a rule, DFT algorithms tend to execute faster with arrays of even size, so it is good practice to select 𝑃
and 𝑄 as the smallest even integers that satisfy the preceding equations, like 𝑃 = 2𝑀 and 𝑄 = 2𝑁. 
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Filtering Operations in the Frequency Domain
• Thus, given (a padded) digital image, 𝑓𝑝 𝑥, 𝑦 , of size 𝑃 × 𝑄 pixels, the basic filtering equation in which we 

are interested has the form:

𝑔𝑝 𝑥, 𝑦 = Real ℱ−1 𝐻 𝑢, 𝑣 𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣

• where ℱ−1 is the IDFT, 

• 𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣 is the DFT of the padded input image, 𝑓𝑝 𝑥, 𝑦 , 

• 𝐻 𝑢, 𝑣 is a filter transfer function (which we often call just a filter or filter function), 

• and 𝑔𝑝 𝑥, 𝑦 is the padded filtered (output) image. 

• Functions 𝐹, 𝐻, and 𝑔𝑝 are arrays of size 𝑃 × 𝑄, the same as the padded input image. 

• The product 𝐻 𝑢, 𝑣 𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣 is formed using elementwise multiplication.

• The filter transfer function modifies the transform of the input image to yield the processed output, 
𝑔𝑝 𝑥, 𝑦 .

𝐷𝐹𝑇 𝐻 𝑢, 𝑣
𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒 𝐷𝐹𝑇

(𝐼𝐷𝐹𝑇)

Input
image

Output
image

Filter′s
transfer function

𝑓𝑝 𝑥, 𝑦 𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣 𝐻 𝑢, 𝑣 𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣 𝑔𝑝 𝑥, 𝑦
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Filtering Operations in the Frequency Domain
• The task of specifying 𝐻 𝑢, 𝑣 is simplified considerably by using functions that are symmetric about their 

center, which requires that 𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣 be centered also.

• This translating the origin of 2D signal, which is at top left corner normally, to the center process can be 
accomplished by utilizing the translation property of 2D DFT:

𝑓 𝑥, 𝑦 𝑒
𝑗2𝜋

𝑢0𝑥
𝑀

+
𝑣0𝑦
𝑁 ⟺ 𝐹 𝑢 − 𝑢0, 𝑣 − 𝑣0

• If translating amounts 𝑢0 and 𝑣0 are selected as 𝑀/2 and 𝑁/2, the exponential multiplication term near 
𝑓 𝑥, 𝑦 will be, 𝑒𝑗𝜋 𝑥+𝑦 = −1 𝑥+𝑦.

• This means that, centering process is accomplished by multiplying the input image by −1 𝑥+𝑦 prior to 
computing its transform.
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Summary of Steps for Filtering in the Frequency Domain
• The process of filtering in the frequency domain can be summarized as follows:

1. Given an input image 𝑓 𝑥, 𝑦 of size 𝑀 ×𝑁, obtain the zero-padded image 𝑓𝑝 𝑥, 𝑦 of size 𝑃 × 𝑄, with 𝑃 = 2𝑀
and 𝑄 = 2𝑁.

2. Multiply 𝑓𝑝 𝑥, 𝑦 by −1 𝑥+𝑦 to center the Fourier transform on the 𝑃 × 𝑄 frequency rectangle.

3. Compute the DFT, 𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣 , of the image from Step 2.

4. Construct a real, symmetric filter transfer function, 𝐻 𝑢, 𝑣 , of size 𝑃 × 𝑄 with center at Τ𝑃 2 , Τ𝑄 2 .

5. Form the product 𝐺 𝑢, 𝑣 = 𝐻 𝑢, 𝑣 𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣 using elementwise multiplication.

6. Obtain the filtered image (of size 𝑃 × 𝑄) by computing the IDFT of 𝐺 𝑢, 𝑣 :

𝑔𝑝 𝑥, 𝑦 = Real ℱ−1 𝐺 𝑢, 𝑣 −1 𝑥+𝑦

7. Obtain the final filtered result, 𝑔 𝑥, 𝑦 , of the same size as the input image, by extracting the 𝑀 ×𝑁
region from the top, left quadrant of 𝑔𝑝 𝑥, 𝑦 .

• In theory, the IDFT in Step 6 should be real because 𝑓 𝑥, 𝑦 is real and 𝐻 𝑢, 𝑣 is real and symmetric.

• However, parasitic complex terms in the IDFT resulting from computational inaccuracies are not 
uncommon. Taking the real part of the result takes care of that. 

• Multiplication by −1 𝑥+𝑦 cancels out the multiplication by this factor in Step 2.
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Filtering Operations in the Frequency Domain
function g=func_freq_filt(f,H)

%FUNC_FREQ_FILT performs filtering to the image in the freq. domain 

%   g=func_freq_filt(x,H)  

%   g: double type Output image 

%   f: uint8 or double type input image

%   H: Filter transfer function

f=double(f); % Converting double for mathematical calculations

[M,N]=size(f);% Original dimensions

P=2*M; Q=2*N;% Extended dimensions for zero padding

f_padded=zeros(P,Q);

f_padded(1:M,1:N)=f;% Zero padding process

% Multiply f_padded(x,y) by (-1)^(x+y) to center the Fourier transform 

x=0:P-1;

y=0:Q-1; 

[y,x]=meshgrid(y,x);

f_padded=(-1).^(x+y).*f_padded;

% The transformation from the spatial domain to the frequency domain

F=fft2(f_padded); 

G=H.*F; % Filtering in the frequency domain

% The transformation from the frequency domain back to the spatial domain

% the real value of the obtained result will be displayed

g_padded=real(ifft2(G)); 

% Multiplication by (-1)^(x+y) cancels out the multiplication by 

% this factor in previous steps 

g_padded=(-1).^(x+y).*g_padded;

% Obtain the final filtered result, f(x,y), of the same size 

% as the input image, by extracting the MxN region 

% from the top, left quadrant of g_padded(x,y)

g=g_padded(1:M,1:N);

𝑓𝑝 𝑥, 𝑦 = ቊ
𝑓 𝑥, 𝑦 0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑀 − 1 and 0 ≤ 𝑦 ≤ 𝑁 − 1

0 𝑀 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑃 or 𝑁 ≤ 𝑦 ≤ 𝑄

−1 𝑥+𝑦𝑓𝑝 𝑥, 𝑦

𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣 = ℱ 𝑓𝑝 𝑥, 𝑦

𝐺 𝑢, 𝑣 = 𝐻 𝑢, 𝑣 𝐹 𝑢, 𝑣

𝑔𝑝 𝑥, 𝑦 = Real ℱ−1 𝐺 𝑢, 𝑣 −1 𝑥+𝑦
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Low-Pass Filtering in the Frequency Domain
• Edges and other sharp intensity transitions (such as noise) in an image contribute significantly to the high 

frequency content of its Fourier transform. 

• Hence, smoothing (blurring) is achieved in the frequency domain by high-frequency attenuation; that is, by 
lowpass filtering. 

Ideal Lowpass Filters
• A 2-D lowpass filter that passes without attenuation all frequencies within a circle of radius from the 

origin, and “cuts off” all frequencies outside this circle is called an ideal lowpass filter (ILPF); it is specified 
by the transfer function

𝐻 𝑢, 𝑣 = ቊ
1 ; if 𝐷 𝑢, 𝑣 ≤ 𝐷0
0 ; if 𝐷 𝑢, 𝑣 > 𝐷0

(17)

• where 𝐷0 is a positive constant, and 𝐷 𝑢, 𝑣 is the distance between a point 𝑢, 𝑣 in the frequency domain 
and the center of the 𝑃 × 𝑄 frequency rectangle; that is, 

𝐷 𝑢, 𝑣 = 𝑢 −
𝑃

2

2

+ 𝑣 −
𝑄

2

2
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Ideal Lowpass Filters

• Figure (a) shows a perspective plot of transfer function 𝐻 𝑢, 𝑣 and Fig. (b) shows it displayed as an image. 

• The name ideal indicates that all frequencies on or inside a circle of radius 𝐷0 are passed without 
attenuation,

• whereas all frequencies outside the circle are completely attenuated (filtered out).

• The ideal lowpass filter transfer function is radially symmetric about the origin. This means that it is 
defined completely by a radial cross section, as Fig. (c) shows. A 2-D representation of the filter is 
obtained by rotating the cross section 360°.
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Ideal Lowpass Filters

• In the figure above, the transfer function of an ideal low-pass filter created to filter an image consisting of 𝑀 ×𝑁 = 256 × 256 pixels 
is given in MATLAB. 

• 𝑃 and 𝑄 are selected as 𝑃 = 2𝑀 and 𝑄 = 2𝑁.

• The frequency plane 𝑢, 𝑣 is in the range 0, 𝑃 − 1 , 0, 𝑄 − 1 to consist of 512 × 512 points. For this, the meshgrid standard function 
in MATLAB is used. 

• In this sense, ILPF transfer functions with cutoff frequencies of 𝐷0 = 0.4𝑀 and 𝐷0 = 0.6𝑀 are created.
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Ideal Lowpass Filters
clc;clear;close all;

M=256; N=M; P=2*M; Q=2*N;

u=0:P-1; v=0:Q-1;

[v,u]=meshgrid(v,u);

D=sqrt((u-P/2).^2+(v-Q/2).^2);

D0=0.6*M; 

H=zeros(P,Q); H(D<=D0)=1; 

figure, plot3(u,v,H), grid on, axis tight

xlabel('u','FontSize',14), ylabel('v','FontSize',14)

zlabel('H(u,v)','FontSize',14)

title(['Ideal LPF transfer function for D_{0}=',...

num2str(round(D0)),' pixels (',num2str(D0/M),'M)'],...

'FontSize',14,'FontName','Comic Sans MS')
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• Example 17: The figure on the right 
shows the images obtained as a result 
of applying ILP filters with cutoff 
frequencies D0 = {0.05M, 0.15M, 
0.3M, 0.5M, 0.85M} to the image 
distorted by random Gaussian noise 
of SNR = 10 dB.

• With D0 = 0.05M, the noise is 
completely filtered out, but the 
image becomes quite blurry. 

• On the other hand, although the 
blurring effect on the image with 
D0 = 0.85M is quite small, a good 
result could not be obtained in terms 
of noise filtering.

• With the cut-off frequencies of 
D0 = 0.3M and D0 = 0.5M, the effect 
of noise is weakened and at the same 
time, the effect of blurring is not at 
a level that the appearance of the 
image cannot be perceived. 

• Accordingly, when compared with 
other images, the results obtained 
with D0 = 0.3M and D0 = 0.5M appear 
to be satisfactory.
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clc;clear;close all;

f=imread('Lenna.png');

[M,N]=size(f);

P=2*M; Q=2*N;

% Obtaining noisy image:

SNR=10;

f=double(f);

P_f=(1/(M*N))*sum(sum(f.^2));%Power of input image

P_noise=P_f/(10^(0.1*SNR));%Power of noise matrix

noise=sqrt(P_noise)*randn(M,N);%Additive white Gaussian Noise matrix

f_noisy=f+noise;%Noisy image

figure,subplot(231),imshow(uint8(f_noisy))

title(['Noisy image with SNR=',num2str(SNR),' dB'],'FontSize',12,...

'FontName','Comic Sans MS')

% Creating the ILPF Transfer Functions and obtaining ILP filtered images

% for each D0 value:

u=0:P-1; v=0:Q-1;

[v,u]=meshgrid(v,u);

D=sqrt((u-P/2).^2+(v-Q/2).^2);

k=2; % Counter for subplot portions

for D0=M*[0.05,0.15,0.3,0.5,0.85]

H=zeros(P,Q); H(D<=D0)=1; % Creating the ILPF Transfer Function

g=func_freq_filt(f_noisy,H); % Obtaining ILP filtered image

% Stretching the contrasts of ILPF'ed images to [0-255]

g=func_cont_strch(g,0,255);

subplot(2,3,k),imshow(uint8(g))

title(['ILPF''ed image for D_0=',num2str(round(D0)),' pixels (',num2str(D0/M),'M)'],...

'FontSize',12,'FontName','Comic Sans MS')

k=k+1; % Increase counter for subplot portions

end

𝐻 𝑢, 𝑣 = ቊ
1 ; if 𝐷 𝑢, 𝑣 ≤ 𝐷0
0 ; if 𝐷 𝑢, 𝑣 > 𝐷0

𝐷 𝑢, 𝑣 = 𝑢 −
𝑃

2

2

+ 𝑣 −
𝑄

2

2
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